
Phonics Plan Week 4- Monday 22nd June 

 Monday 
Lesson 13 

Sounds recap- 
Phase 2 and 3 
sounds 

Sound focus- 
air 
 

Tricky word-  
my 

Practice- 
Write a sentence using my and words 
with the air sound. 
 
chair, hair, fair, pair 
 
Sentences- 
I hid a pair of worn chairs in my room.  
 
She had fair hair and sang to the town.   

Reading-  
Phoneme spotter air. 
 

Discovery activity- 
ear and air match the 
words and pictures.  
 
Home learning-  
Read and roll air.    

Video link 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BOdSE-ATXI8  
 

Tuesday 
Lesson 14 

 

Sounds recap- 
Phase 2 and 3 
sounds 

Sound focus- 
ure 

Tricky word-  
you 

Practice- 
Write a sentence using you and words 
with the ure sound. 
 
manure, pure, lure, cure, sure 
 
Sentences- 
 Are you sure that the boat is secure?  
 
Get the food and lure the goat near to 
you.  

Reading-  
Phoneme spotter ure . 

Discovery activity- 
Find and write ure 
words. 
 
Home learning-  
Read and roll ure.    

Video link 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dVau1GoS8wQ 
 

Wednesday 
 

Home learning: Recap oi and ear from last week. Recap air and ure from this week.  
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BOdSE-ATXI8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dVau1GoS8wQ
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Thursday 
Lesson 15 

 

Sounds recap- 
Phase 2 and 3 
sounds 

Sound focus- 
er 

 

Tricky word-  
they 

Practice- 
Write a sentence using they and 
words with the er sound. 
 
Ladder, matter, chatter, letter, better 
 
Sentences- 
They get a ladder and hook the letter 
off the roof.  
 
No! Summer is much better than 
winter.  

Reading-  
Phoneme spotter er. 

Discovery activity- 
ure and er words 
match with picture.  
 
Home learning-  
er read and roll.  

Video link 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=avg7f4o6Zb0 
 

Friday 
Lesson 16 

Sounds recap- 
Phase 2 and 3 
sounds 

Sound focus- 
ai, ee, igh  

 

Tricky word-  
the, go 

Practice- 
Write a sentence using the, go and 
words with the ai, ee, igh sound. 
 
Sentences- 
 Go right at the lights and keep on the 
main road.  
 
The dog had hurt her tail, it did not 
feel  right.  

Discovery activity- 
ai, ee, igh circle the word to match the picture.  
 
  

Video link 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gyjd2gqw_bU 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=avg7f4o6Zb0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gyjd2gqw_bU
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